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Abstract: Recently, TLS protocol has been widely used to secure the application data car-
ried in network traffic. It becomes more difficult for attackers to decipher messages through
capturing the traffic generated from communications of hosts. On the other hand, malwares
adopt TLS protocol when accessing to internet, which makes most malware traffic detection
methods, such as DPI (Deep Packet Inspection), ineffective. Some literatures use statistical
method with extracting the observable data fields exposed in TLS connections to train ma-
chine learning classifiers so as to infer whether a traffic flow is malware or not. However,
most of them adopt the features based on the complete flow, such as flow duration, but sel-
dom consider that the detection result should be given out as soon as possible. In this paper,
we propose MalDetect, a structure of encrypted malware traffic detection. MalDetect only
extracts features from approximately 8 packets (the number varies in different flows) at the
beginning of traffic flows, which makes it capable of detecting malware traffic before the
malware behaviors take practical impacts. In addition, observing that it is inefficient and
time-consuming to re-train the offline classifier when new flow samples arrive, we deploy
Online Random Forest in MalDetect. This enables the classifier to update its parameters in
online mode and gets rid of the re-training process. MalDetect is coded in C++ language
and open in Github. Furthermore, MalDetect is thoroughly evaluated from three aspects:
effectiveness, timeliness and performance.
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1 Introduction
Traffic encryption is a practical way to protect the security and privacy of application data,
including credit card details, passwords and sensitive personal information. It is claimed
that HTTPS (SSL/TLS encrypted) traffic grew over 90% year over year. NSS Labs predict-
ed 75% of traffic was going to be encrypted by 2019 [Austin (2016)]. At the same time,
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HTTPS is found to be utilized in 37% malwares [Arna (2017)]. In our dataset, 23.35%
of malwares use TLS protocol to secure their communication. Security products use TLS
inspection to ’look inside’ the secure tunnel so as to protect their users from treats which
try to sneak past defenses. However, most businesses are not doing TLS inspection and
leaving the door wide open for malwares [Arna (2017)]. TLS inspection firstly decrypt-
s TLS traffic, then checks for threats, finally re-encrypts and sends it on its way. This
MITM (Man-In-The-Middle) method results in lots of drawbacks. For instance, the TLS
parameters used in end hosts are required to be stored in security products, which violates
the privacy of legitimate traffic. Additionally, decryption and re-encryption processes are
time-consuming, causing visible delays in data transmission.
Fortunately, some observable data fields, exposed in TLS connections, can be used to build
a specific malware traffic classifier with statistical methods. Anderson et al. [Anderson,
Paul and McGrew (2016)] thoroughly analyzed the building process of TLS connections
and compared the preferences of TLS protocol parameters of legitimate traffic and malware
traffic. They proved it is an efficient and effective way to use TLS protocol parameters
to predict whether a traffic flow is generated by malware or not. In order to establish a
TLS connection, several formatted flow packets will be transmitted between two hosts,
such as Client Hello packet and Server Hello packet. They are not encrypted and contain
observable data fields mentioned above. In our implementation, Libpcap [Jacobson and
McCanne (2009)] is used to capture these packets.
It is worth to mention that the captured packets are distributed in the beginning part of
traffic flows. Fig. 1 shows the building process of TLS connection between client and
server. We can see that the capturing time ranges from the starting time of connection to
an epoch before the transmission of application data. Additionally, the captured packets
contain the ones of none-TLS handshake process, including SYN packet, SYN ACK packet,
ACK packet and a few data packets in some occasions. They are not removed, because
several traffic features, such as the duration of capturing, are designed with information
in them. Technically, packet capturing is done right after the arriving time of Change
Cipher Spec packet. In this period, no TLS encrypted application data is transferred. This
guarantees that all features extracted as the input of machine learning classifiers can be
gathered before malicious malware data is exchanged. We assign TLS-APP time to the
consuming time between the last packet captured for feature extraction and the first packet
of application data transferring process. In Section 5.3, we compare TLS-APP time, Ta

in Fig. 1, with the time which MalDetect needs to handle with a traffic flow. The result
shows that the former time is much longer than the latter one in magnitudes. As a result,
MalDetect can give out the traffic flow detection result before the flow transfers malware
data. That is to say, MalDetect is able to detect the malware traffic before it carries out
illegal actions. This offers the opportunity to completely prevent malicious behaviors.
The features extracted from above packets can be separated into three classes. The first
class is derived from classical flow features, including the duration of capturing, inbound/
outbound packet number, etc. The second class mainly contains TLS related features. For
example, a set of cipher suites, which are the methods of encrypting application data, are
offered in Client Hello packet for a server to choose. The occurrences of various cipher
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Figure 1: Time epochs and periods

suites are formatted as a feature vector. Additionally, the server chooses one cipher suite
and responses the client with Server Hello packet. Then the cipher suite value appeared in
Server Hello packet is considered as a feature. The field values of certificates transmitted
in TLS handshake process are classified as an independent category. The technique of
transforming certificate field values into features is similar to that of second class.
MalDetect adopts an Online Random Forest model to classify malware flows apart from
legitimate flows. The model, proposed by Saffari et al. [Saffari, Leistner, Santner et al.
(2009)], is constructed in online mode and updates its parameters when new samples arrive.
This, comparing with adopting offline model, is beneficial when MalDetect handles with
new threats, for there is no need to re-train and re-deploy the new model. It saves labor cost
and improves quality of service.
MalDetect supports binary classification (Legitimate and Malware Generated) and multi-
classification (Legitimate and various types of network flows generated by different mal-
ware families). We evaluated the FNR and FDR of MalDetect in the two modes using
public datasets. The result shows MalDetect can effectively distinguish malware traffic
flows. At the same time, the ability of learning new threats was also tested. In addition,
we got the response time of MalDetect and thoroughly analyzed the benefits of a quick
response. At last, we tested the throughput, for it is critical when deploying MalDetect into
highspeed network devices.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as following:

• We propose MalDetect, a structure of encrypted malware traffic detection. It is exper-
imentally shown to have low FNR, FDR and high throughput. In addition, MalDetect
can learn new malware traffic fast and effectively improve the detection rate of unknown
threats if new samples are given.
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• We only use approximately 8 packets at the beginning of traffic flows to extract features.
This enables MalDetect to determine whether a flow is generated by malware before il-
legal behaviors are taken, which can better protect network users from malwares. This
point is seldom considered in current intrusion detection methods. The Features are care-
fully selected and can be referred in the context of TLS traffic real-time classification.

• MalDetect is programed in C++ language and the source code is released in Github3.

The rest of the paper is organized as following. Section 2 overviews several closely re-
lated works and points out MalDetect’s advantages over them. Section 3 introduces the
deployment scenarios in three categories. Section 2 thoroughly describes the structure of
MalDetect. In Section 5, MalDetect is evaluated from three aspect: effectiveness, timeli-
ness and performance. Section 6 states the conclusion.

2 Related work
Traditional network IDSs (Intrusion Detection System) detect if a traffic flow carries an
attack with DPI method. But they are becoming useless when the traffic adopts encryption
protocol. Erlacher et al. [Erlacher, Woertz and Dressler (2016)] built a TLS interception
proxy with real-time Libpcap in order to provide DPI embedded IDS with decrypted ap-
plication data. Sherry et al. [Sherry, Lan, Popa et al. (2015)] constructed a system called
Blindbox. It can perform DPI directly on the encrypted traffic and simultaneously pro-
vide the functionality of middle-boxes. However, these packet inspection-based methods
increase the probability of exposing TLS application data.
Malware traffic detection is an important field of traffic classification with restricting traffic
classes into Legitimate and Malware Generated. Nguyen et al. [Nguyen and Armitage
(2008)] conducted a survey of traffic classification techniques using machine learning.
They thoroughly analyzed the limitations of port-based and packet inspection methods
and highlighted the advantages of statistical methods. Statistical methods are more ef-
fective and efficient than the other two when applications adopt encryption techniques to
secure their network data. Velan et al. [Velan, Čermák, Čeleda et al. (2015)] described
several most widely used encryption protocols and then presented an overview of current
approaches for the classification and analysis of encrypted traffic. They claimed that the
initial stage of encryption protocols, including TLS, provides abundant information which
can be used to classify different types of traffic.
Moore et al. [Moore, Zuev and Crogan (2013)] collected a large set of flow features which
can be used in traffic classification. They provided reference for the selection of our fea-
tures, although encrypted traffic was not taken into account. Kumano et al. [Kumano, Ata,
Nakamura et al. (2014)] used the beginning packets of connections to calculated flow fea-
tures. However, they only considered the classical flow features, such as average packet
size, but ignored the details of encryption protocols. Chen et al. [Chen, Li, Tseng et al.
(2017)] built a deep learning model named TSDNN to detect malware flows. However, we
argue that the model building and detecting processes require a relatively long time, which

3https://github.com/IsaacLJY/MalDetect
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makes TSDNN hard to deploy in high speed network. Cheng et al. [Cheng, Xu, Tang et al.
(2018)] proposed an abnormal network flow feature sequence prediction approach, which
focus on the DDoS attack detection. This deviates from our aim to build a structure for
general malware traffic detection.
Anderson et al. [Anderson, Paul and McGrew (2016)] proposed a method to detect encrypt-
ed malware traffic without decryption. They reviewed the building process of SSL/TLS
connections in detail and extracted flow features from data fields exposed in the packets
of this process. Then the features were quantified into binary vectors which were used
to train a L1 Logistic Regression model. In their further research, an open source project
named Joy was released [McGrew and Anderson (2016)]. Joy adopted a large collection
of flow features, including TLS related data, byte distribution, sequence of packet length
and time, etc. At the same time, they noticed two problems, inaccurate ground truth and
non-stationarity, and solved them in Anderson et al. [Anderson and McGrew (2017)]. Ad-
ditionally, various machine learning classifiers were compared in Anderson et al.[Anderson
and McGrew (2017)]. Random Forest model was considered as the most robust classifi-
er in the domain of encrypted malware traffic detection. Compared with Anderson et al.
[Anderson, Paul and McGrew (2016); McGrew and Anderson (2016); Anderson and Mc-
Grew (2017)], we redesign features extracted from flow packets. Instead of using packets
of the complete flows, we only extracted features from packets before the end of TLS hand-
shake process. This enables MalDetect to detect malware flows before illegal behaviors are
taken. Additionally, MalDetect utilizes Online Random Forest [Saffari, Leistner, Santner
et al. (2009)] model, which trains the classifier in online mode and avoids re-training and
re-deploying when new samples arrive. Anderson et al. [Anderson and McGrew (2016)]
also integrated contextual flow data, i.e. HTTP and DNS information, into their features.
We give up doing so for the extraction and quantification processes are RAM-consuming
and time-consuming.

3 Deployment scenarios
Before describing the structure of MalDetect, we illustrate three deployment scenarios. But
the use of MalDetect is not restricted to the three.

3.1 Malware detection helper

MalDetect is able to help the detection of malwares in personal computers. Most of mal-
wares, such as Trojans, Adware, Botnets, etc. stay in contact with their master hosts or
communicate with other infected machines and there is a tendency that they are more
likely to adopt TLS protocol in their communications. MalDetect is capable of distin-
guishing whether a TLS encrypted flow is generated by these malwares or not. That
is to say, MalDetect can provide the network ports which the malware is currently us-
ing. This way, the infected machine can locate the malware more easily. For example,
Alice deployed MalDetect in her Windows computer and noticed the warning-the flow,
[170.20.10.3, 12115, 202.108.23.152, 443, TLS], was detected as a malware flow. Then
she opened the Task Manager to look up which process was using port 12115. She scanned
the source executable file of this process with antivirus application and finally found the
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file was a malware. In a smarter way, we do not need to check the malware manually, but
utilize MalDetect into antivirus applications. Almost antivirus applications, such as Avast,
McAfee etc. provide the functionality of real-time malware detection. They can directly
use the results of MalDetect and take the operations Alice did in the example.

3.2 Malicious domain name detection helper

MalDetect can help the detection of malicious domain name. Some malwares, especially
botnets, use a large amount of domain names in their illegal behaviors. Most of current
methods use DNS traffic to detect malicious domains by looking at spatial characteristics.
MalDetect exploits information in malware communication traffic rather than DNS traffic.
If MalDetect discovered a malware flow, we can look up the domain name corresponding to
the IP addresses in the flow and record it in a list. The domain names inside are much more
likely to be malicious, which can provide additional information to help current techniques
improve detection rate.

3.3 Intrusion prevention in SDN (Software Defined Network)

SDN enables programmatically network configuration so as to improve network perfor-
mance and monitoring [Benzekki, El Fergougui and Elbelrhiti Elalaoui (2016)]. It disasso-
ciates the data plane (forwarding network packets) and the control plane (routing process).
One functionality we concern here is SDN controller of control plane can enable and ter-
minate the communication of two hosts. When deploying in SDN environment, MalDetect
is able to report its detection results to SDN controller. This way, SDN controller can cut
off the malware flow, which benefits a lot especially when SDN is in a DDoS attack.

4 Structure design
The structure of MalDetect is shown in Fig. 2. MalDetect does not act as a middle box
which blocks the traffic flow. Instead, it is constructed beside the traffic road and keeps an
eye on the packets. When a packet arrives, it duplicates the packet content from network
card for further steps. This enables MalDetect to detect malware traffic without causing
extra delay in the communication between client and server. Libpcap, a C++ library, is
invoked in MalDetect to capture the network traffic constantly. After capturing the network
packets, MalDetect handles them through two relatively separated modules, i.e., Feature
Extraction and Training & Detecting. Feature Extraction requires the captured packets
from Libpcap as input. Then it selects some informative byte fields to represent the target
flow. Finally, the values of these fields are quantified into numeric vectors, the output of
this module. The numeric vectors are sent to next module, Training & Detecting, so as to
train a machine learning classifier or be detected by the well-trained classifier. The two
modules are thoroughly introduced in the following.

4.1 Feature extraction

In this module, a set of pre-defined features, i.e. the values of byte fields in packet content,
are extracted and the quantification of these features are performed in order to output the
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Figure 2: Structure design of MalDetect

formatted numeric vectors for next module.

4.1.1 Feature

The effectiveness and performance of MalDetect is closely related to the selection of flow
features. Therefore, we analyzed the specifics of packet exchanged between two hosts
in detail. Fig. 3 shows the typical building process of a TLS connection. We define
client as the host who sends the first packet and the other one is server. From epoch 1
to epoch 2, client and server are trying to build a TCP connection through a three-way
handshake. Next, client sends Client Hello packet in which there are a set of alternative
field values, such as cipher suites and extensions, for server to choose. Server responses
with the Server Hello packet to inform the chosen field values. Together with Server Hello
packet, Certificate packet, which contains the server certificate assigned by authorities,
and Server Hello Done packet, which indicates server finishes transferring it messages,
are sent. Then, client tells server the key to encrypt content of further packets via Client
Key Exchange packet. Additionally, Change Cipher Spec packet and Finished packet are
exchanged between client and server. So far, the TLS connection has been built, and the two
hosts begin to transfer Application Data packets, the encrypted data. MalDetect extracts the
field values in the unencrypted packets mentioned above as features. It is worth to mention
that all the packets used in MalDetect are transmitted before epoch 3 and no information
which malwares want to exchange are transferred. This provides the basis of detecting
malware traffic before malwares take out their illegal actions.
We firstly extracted a large range of features from network flows and tested them in our
experiment setting. At last, 23 most robust features are selected and used in MalDetect.
The features are collected from each flow independently and can be separated into three
classes as following.
Packet feature
This class of features are not related with TLS protocol. They macroscopically describe
flows from three dimensions: size, number and time. In this way, 7 features are listed.
Inbound Bytes: It refers to sum of the sizes of transmitted packets from server to client in
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capturing time.
Outbound Bytes: It is similar to Inbound Bytes but the considered packet direction is from
client to server.
Inbound Packets: It counts the number of transmitted packets from server to client in cap-
turing time.
Outbound Packets: It is similar to Inbound Packets but the considered packet direction is
from client to server.
Duration: It describes the length of capturing time.
SPL: It refers to the sequence of packet length. For a specific flow packet, we discretized
its length into 11 equally sized bins. The packet whose length is in range [0, 150) goes into
the first bin, the packet whose length is in range [150, 300) goes into the second bin, and so
on. The packet goes into the last bin if its length is greater than 1500 bytes. For instance,
the vector of bins is [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] at the initial stage. MalDetect captures a packet
and its length is 200, then the vector of bins is updated into [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0].
SPT: It refers to the sequence of packet time. When capturing a flow packet, MalDetect
calculates the time interval since the last flow packet. Then the time interval is discretized
into 11 equally sized bins, which is similar to the calculation of SPL. The size of the bins
is set to 50 ms.
TLS protocol feature
The TLS protocol details, such as TLS version and cipher suite, are discussed between
client and server in the initial stage of TLS connections. They are transferred in several
formatted flow packets without encryption. We mainly analyzed the byte fields of Client
Hello packet and Server Hello packet. At last, 8 features are selected and listed below.
TLS Version: Client designates the TLS protocol version used in further packet exchange.
In MalDetect, four most widely used TLS versions, i.e. SSL 3.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 and
TLS 1.2, are concerned.
Offered Cipher Suites: Cipher suite is a set of algorithms, including a key exchange algo-
rithm, a bulk encryption algorithm and a message authentication code algorithm, and helps
secure a network connection. At the beginning of discussion of TLS protocol details, client
sends Client Hello packet. This packet contains a set of cipher suites, which indicates client
supports these cipher suites in further information exchange. Therefore, the byte values of
these cipher suites are extracted as a feature.
Selected Cipher Suite: When receiving the Client Hello packet, server always responses
with Server Hello packet in which a cipher suite is specified. This cipher suite should be
one of Offered Cipher Suites. Server and client will use it in further packet transmission.
Offered Compression Methods: Client Hello packet provides a list of lossless compression
methods to compress the application data. The field values are extracted as a feature.
Selected Compression Method: In Server Hello packet, a compression method in Offered
Compression Methods is selected for further packet transmission.
Offered Extensions: There are various TLS extensions which provides additional informa-
tion about the TLS connection. Extension type is always at the beginning of extension
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bytes, while extension details are closely followed. For example, Server Name, one of the
most common extension, specifies the name of server which client is attempting to con-
nect. The first two bytes is 0x0000, indicating the following bytes are Server Name fields.
Additionally, the bytes are well formatted and can be easily extracted. In MalDetect, we
only consider the appearance of extension types.
Selected Extensions: Server responses to several extensions mentioned in Client Hello
packet in some occasions. MalDetect also analyzes the corresponding fields in Server
Hello packet and records the appearance of extension types.
TLS Packet Ratio: There are some packets carrying no TLS protocol information in cap-
turing time, such as the packets for TCP connection building and ACK packets. The other
packets, such as Client Hello packet, are closely related to TLS protocol. MalDetect calcu-
lates the ratio of the later packets.
Certificate feature
Typically, certificates are transferred in the building process of TLS connection. They are
formatted in X.509 and consist of abundant information which is able to help client identify
the server. 8 features are extracted in Certificate packet.
Certificate Number: Usually, multiple certificates are contained in Certificate packet.
Bad Certificate Number: Certificate is assigned by trusted authorities and critical to identify
the server. The badly formatted certificate is probably self-signed. So, the bad certificate
number is extracted as a feature in MalDetect.
Certificate Version Ratio: In a signed certificate, the version is firstly declared. Because
most of flows have more than one certificates, the ratio of certificate version is calculated.
Certificate Extension Ratio: There are a list of extensions in certificate. Each extension has
its own ID, expressed as Object Identification, together with either a critical and non-critical
indication. MalDetect extracts the byte values of extension IDs as features.
Certificate Validity Mean: In a signed certificate, 13 bytes indicate a UTC time before
which the certificate is not valid. We call it notBefore time. Following notBefore time,
there is a notAfter time, meaning the certificate is not valid after the time epoch. There-
fore, MalDetect calculates the difference of notBefore time and notAfter time as certificate
validity. The mean of validities of certificates are computed as a feature.
Certificate Public Key Length Mean: A public key is used together with the matching
private key to prove the identity of the peer (authentication). The mean of public key
lengths is calculated.
Certificate Public Key Algorithm Ratio: It refers to algorithm to generate the public key
inside the certificate. The bytes value is extracted.
Certificate Signature Algorithm Ratio: It refers to the signature of the certificate created by
the issuer. This signature proves that the claimed issuer of the certificate is the real issuer
since the signature can be verified by using the public key from the issuer’s certificate.
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4.1.2 Technique

Network flows are processed separately in MalDetect. A flow is uniquely identified by five
elements: source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port and protocol. A filter of
TLS network traffic is applied when MalDetect captures packets via Libpcap. Therefore,
the vector, [source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port], is used to represent
a flow. MalDetect records this vector in an array and allocates independent RAM space,
which consists of multiple counters and variables, corresponding to each flow. The moment
MalDetect captures the first packet of a new flow, counters and variables are initialized.
When new packets arrive, it updates them according to the extracted byte field values. The
end time of a specific flow capturing should be carefully selected, for there are two common
TLS connection building processes actually.
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Figure 3: Typical building process of TLS connection

Fig. 3 shows a typical flow packet exchange process of TLS connection. Before epoch 3,
Client Hello packet, Server Hello packet and Certificate packet, together with TCP hand-
shake packets, are used to update the counters and variables kept in RAM space. MalDetect
does not finish capturing packet when Certificate packet arrives, because of the existence
of the other type of TLS connection building process which requires no Certificate packet.
Once client builds a TLS connection with server successfully, they store the symmetric key,
which is used to encrypt application data, in their caches. Client and server perform ses-
sion resumption without transferring certificates, when they want to exchange data again.
Therefore, MalDetect finishes capturing after receiving Change Cipher Spec packet which
shows up in two types of TLS connection.
There are some differences between the updating of counters and variables of three parts
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of features introduced in Section 4.1.1. For Flow features, all captured packets are helpful
if the flow is currently recorded in MalDetect. However, the information of TLS protocol
features is only included in Client Hello packet and Server Hello packet. At the same time,
all Certificate Features can be inferred from Certificate packet. Therefore, the packet type
is distinguished and non-related ones, such as Server Hello Done packet, are ignored in the
extraction of later two parts of features so as to speed up MalDetect.
Most of features collected in the beginning are field values, and they are not able to be
inputted into Online Random Forest model. Therefore, quantification is performed the mo-
ment MalDetect finishes capturing required packets of a flow. For counters, we use their
direct values. For example, Inbound Bytes in Packet features counts sizes of captured pack-
ets. Its value is numeric and directly used. For variables of a flow, we use the appearance
of field values. For instance, four TLS versions, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3,
are concerned in MalDetect, so a vector with four 0 or 1 are used to represents the ap-
pearance of TLS versions. If MalDetect observes a flow adopts TLS 1.2, it quantifies TLS
Version feature into [0, 0, 1, 0]. Because a flow may contain multiple certificate, the nu-
meric vectors of Certificate features are the average values of vectors generated from single
certificate. If a flow contains tree certificates, A, B and C. The Certificate Version vectors
of them are [0, 1, 0], [1, 0, 0] and [0, 1, 0] respectively. Then the final vector for Certificate
Version is [0.33333, 0.66666, 0] ([(0+1+0)/3, (1+0+1)/3, (0+0+0)/3]).
The implementation of feature extraction module is presented in Algorithm 1.

4.2 Training and detecting

The input of Training & Detecting module is the numeric vector generated in Feature Ex-
traction module. This module consists of two modes - training and detecting. In training
mode, labels are required. How to label the flows captured from network card is critical.
Since the training dataset is known in advance, a special mark can be made in the flows
to distinguish the flow types before training. In Client Hello packet, there is a field called
Random Bytes generated by client randomly. We use the last byte of this field to indicate
the type of a flow and set the rest bytes to 0. Random Bytes occupies 28 bytes, which means
it is in a separately low probability, that the assigned value conflicts with previous value.
The value of Random Bytes is set according to the types of flow in dataset pre-processing.
We also developed a tool named PcapEditor to help label the network flows. The required
input of this tool is malware traffic flows (currently support .pcap format) and correspond-
ing label. The number of labels is not restricted into two types (Legitimate and Malware
Generated). PcapEditor maintains a label list which is pre-defined in configuration file.
The configuration file is editable, and users can write their own labels in it. But it should
be noticed that sequence and number of these labels must be same as the ones in MalDe-
tect, because MalDetect uses the label list to distinguish flow types. The source code of
PcapEditor is also open in Github4.
In detecting mode, MalDetect captures the traffic from assigned network card. When ex-
tracting the value of Random Bytes, it is going to find out the value is randomly generated

4The link of the source code is https://github.com/IsaacLJY/PcapEditor
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Algorithm 1 Feature extraction module
Input: Packet bytes
Output: Quantified vector

1: filter out non-TLS traffic
2: get flow ID (src.ip, src.port, dest.ip, dest.port)
3: if flow ID not in list then
4: if the packet is SYN then
5: create counters and variables of this flow
6: end if
7: else
8: find the counters and variables of this flow
9: end if

10: update packet features
11: if the packet contains Client Hello or Server Hello content then
12: update TLS protocol features
13: else if the packet contains Certificate content then
14: update certificate features
15: else if the packet contains Change Cipher Spec content then
16: quantify features of this flow
17: remove the counters and variables of this flow
18: return quantified vector
19: else if the packet contains Application Data content then
20: remove counters and variables of this flow
21: end if

by client and performs detecting the types of flow, rather than training the classifier. In
order to show detecting results, MalDetect prints the flow ID, [source IP, source port, desti-
nation IP, destination port, protocol], and the flow type prediction. Actually, MalDetect can
be integrated into threats warning system or threats handling system, such as IDS, instead
of operating as an independent tool, which is going to be a part of our future work.
In this module, MalDetect adopts Online Random Forest model as the classifier. Usually,
random forest is trained in offline mode, which requires the entire training data in advance.
However, training data is generated continuously in practice. Especially for malware traffic
detection, new types of network traffic are emerging continuously. Online Random For-
est keeps the previous knowledge about threats but also learns new threats incrementally.
Besides, this model combines online bagging and extremely randomized forests, and has
comparable performance with common Random Forest model, claimed by Saffari et al.
[Saffari, Leistner, Santner et al. (2009)]. Meanwhile, it builds and tests each tree indepen-
dently, hence the training and testing is able to be performed in parallel. This accelerates
MalDetect’s training procedure and shortens the response time of detecting. Additionally,
MalDetect is designed to support multiple flow labels. For common binary classification,
binary decomposition, e.g., one-vs-all, is deployed in order to solve multi-class classifi-
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cation. But such decomposition leads to higher computational burden for the building of
several binary classifiers, and very unbalanced data distribution where the majority of the
samples are from negative class. The model is naturally built in multi-class mode without
the decomposition mentioned above and satisfies the need of our problem maximum.

5 Evaluation
When assessing MalDetect, we aim to answer three questions. First, can MalDetect detect
malware traffic flows precisely? Second, is MalDetect able to detect malware traffic before
illegal actions are taken? Third, what are the performance overheads of MalDetect? There-
fore, we measured MalDetect in three aspects: effectiveness, timeliness and performance.
Additionally, the dataset used in evaluation is introduced at the beginning.

5.1 Dataset

Most researchers use their own private traffic dataset in evaluation. However, the credibility
of results is closely related to the dataset. So, we use two public datasets in our research,
i.e., CTU-13 dataset and MCFP dataset.

• CTU-13 dataset [Garcia, Grill, Stiborek et al. (2014)]-This dataset contains thirteen s-
cenarios and was captured in the CTU University, Czech Republic, in 2011. On each
scenario, a specific malware which used several protocols and performed different ac-
tions, was executed. It consists of three types of traffic i.e., malware traffic, legitimate
traffic and background traffic. They are clearly labeled at the level of flow. In our re-
search, background traffic was ignored.

• MCFP dataset [Erquiaga, García and García Garino (2017)]-This dataset has been col-
lected by a group of researchers in CTU University since January, 2017. The malware
traffic is generated by executing the malware for long terms, up to three weeks or even
months, and it keeps a variety of captures from different types of malwares, such as Tro-
jans, Adware, Botnets, etc. Currently, over two hundred of scenarios are captured and
open to the public.

In our datasets, 76.65% malwares do not adopt TLS protocol. Therefore, we only use traffic
of the rest 23.35% malwares. Then we submit the malwares into VirusTotal [Total (2012)]
to get the detection results of various security vendors. The results of Avast company are
used as malware traffic labels in our evaluation. In addition, we search Random Bytes
fields of flows for MalDetect training mode and set their values according to the types of
malwares. Finally, we get 319152 malware flows and 63998 legitimate flows. Tab. 1 shows
the traffic flow information of different types.

5.2 Effectiveness

Six types of network traffic, as shown in Tab. 1, are concerned in our test. At the beginning,
we ignored the different types of malware flows and treated all of them as one type. The
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Table 1: Malware flow information
Type Label value Label indicator Flow number
Adw 0 0x{00}2700 63998
Drp 1 0x{00}2701 29757
Rtk 2 0x{00}2702 112815
Susp 3 0x{00}2703 30592
Trj 4 0x{00}2704 35118

Legitimate 5 0x{00}2705 110870

Figure 4: Confusion matrix

binary classification was performed by setting the labels to Legitimate and Malware Gen-
erated. We selected 105 flows, 104 for five malware types each and 5× 104 for Legitimate,
as training set, while 2 × 104 flows were randomly selected as test set with the same pro-
portion. Then we used Tcpreplay [Turner (2011)] to replay the traffic flows and deployed
MalDetect in the assigned network card to capture the flow packets and start to train and
detect. The detecting result shows the FNR was 0.8%, which means 8 out of 1000 flows
generated were considered as legitimate flows. At the same time, the FDR was 0.09%,
meaning only 9 out of 10000 flows, which MalDetect reported as Malware Generated,
were legitimate.
Question: Do the FNR and FDR mentioned above satisfy the requirement of malware
traffic detection?
Some viewers may argue that it is not good enough misclassifying 8 out of 1000 malware
traffic flows. But it is fairly important to know that FNR presented is achieved in balanced
samples with about 50% malware flows. In real network environment, the ratio of malware
traffic is completely low. Additionally, almost all infected machines have more than one
flow, which makes detecting infected machine easier.
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Figure 5: New threat training and detecting

MalDetect is able to give out the malware types. This requires MalDetect to be trained
by flows which are clearly labeled with malware types. Tab. 1 presents the information
of flows used in our test. But the number of each type of traffic flows are unbalanced.
Therefore, we duplicated the less and made the numbers of all types almost equal. Then
we randomly selected 133567 flows as training set, while 66000 flows were chosen as test
set. Fig. 4 shows the confusion matrix. FNRs of Susp, Leg (Legitimate), Trj and Rtk are
relatively low, accounting for 0.02%, 0.34%, 0.68% and 3.90% respectively, while Adw
and Drp have high FNRs, 18.5% and 52.97%. This results from that a large number of flow
samples generated by Adw and Drp are misclassified into Trj and Rtk. This does not mean
MalDetect cannot detect the two types of malware traffic. We should notice the labels of
network flows come from Avast company and may be inaccurate. This problem is called
inaccurate ground truth, which is usually met in supervised machine learning task, and we
will discuss it in further work. Additionally, there is no need to get the accurate malware
type, for the type only provides a vague guide for further threat handling. After all, we
know there is a malware traffic and can trace it to find the malware. In most cases, the
malware type does not take a critical position.
Another important aspect of MalDetect is the ability to learn new treats. In this test case,
we left out the traffic flows generated by Susp malware and used the rest to train MalDetect.
Then MalDetect was trained incrementally with Susp malware traffic flows. we calculated
the FDR when every 100 flows were input. Fig. 5 shows the FNR change of MalDetect.
It can be seen that the FNR drop from 100% to 3.35% dramatically with the number of
Susp flows ranging from 0 to 300. When 1000 Susp flows were input, the FNR slightly
decreased to 3.1%. This illustrates that MalDetect can effectively detect new threats when
training with new types of malware flows in online mode.

5.3 Timeliness

Fig. 1 shows several critical time epochs and periods of a flow in the process of detecting.
Ea is the epoch when detecting starts. In the following is a period named capturing time in
which MalDetect collects required information of this flow. The moment, Eb, information
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Figure 6: Time lengths comparison

collecting finishes, MalDetect performs classification with well-trained model. It is going
to consume time Tb, also called MalDetect response time. Client and host start to exchange
data only after TLS connection is built. Connection building time in the figure, the period
from Ea to Ed, represents the time length MalDetect takes to build this flow. We assign
TLS-APP time to the period from Eb to Ed.
In this test case, we aim to compare Ec with Ed. If Ec < Ed, MalDetect gives out detecting
result before the flow transfers data packets. This helps a lot when the network flow is
generated by malwares, for we can cut off the exchange of illegal information totally. This
problem can be transformed into the length comparison of TLS-APP time and response
time. We used 133567 flows mentioned in Subsection 5.1 to train MalDetect. Then we
performed detecting with 105 flows and calculated the capturing time, response time and
TLS-APP time, shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that TLS-APP time ranges from 120 ms
to 2500 ms, with most values distributed around 400 ms. At the same time, response time
ranges from 0.7 ms to 2.5 ms and MalDetect requires about 1ms to classify for the major-
ity of network flows. Therefore, there is 117.5 ms (120 ms-2.5 ms), left at least to take
operations when a flow is distinguished as Malware Generated. Additionally, connection
building time for most flows, the sum of capturing time median and TLS-APP time medi-
an, is approximately 1400 ms. Therefore, about 28.5% ((400 ms-1 ms)/1400 ms) of TLS
connection building time can be used for further operations, such as sending warnings to
hosts, terminating the traffic flow if MalDetect is deployed in SDN, etc.

5.4 Performance

It is not enough for MalDetect to detect malware traffic with low FNR and response quickly.
MalDetect should be capable of handling with a large amount of flows at a time, for it
may be deployed in highspeed network. In this case, we deployed MalDetect in a laptop
operating Ubuntu 16.04.3. The laptop is embedded with Intel Core i7-6700HQ @ 2.56
GHz.
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Table 2: MalDetect throughput
TLS traffic Size throughput Packet throughput Flow throughput

Ratio (Mbps) (104 packet/s) (103 flow/s)
0.0 18984.47 403.58 101.68
0.1 2736.09 57.82 7.75
0.2 1500.23 31.52 4.31
0.3 988.04 20.64 2.89
0.4 769.34 15.97 2.23
0.5 616.94 12.74 1.75
0.6 525.7 10.79 1.46
0.7 432.85 8.83 1.26
0.8 401.55 8.15 1.1
0.9 349.36 7.05 0.98
1.0 319.67 6.41 0.87

First, 133567 flows mentioned in Subsection 5.2 were used to train MalDetect. There are
not only TLS encrypted flows in real network environment, so we tested the throughput of
MalDetect using the traffic with various ratio of TLS flows. The throughput of MalDetect
broke the limitation of our network card, so we temporarily revised the flow capturing
method to using Libpcap offline mode in order to measure the boundary of MalDetect.
This way, flows are inputted from previous stored PCAP files. As a consequence, we got
the throughput in Tab. 2. It can be seen that the throughput of MalDetect varies a lot
with different ratios of TLS traffic. According to a white paper of NSS Lab, 40%-50%
of enterprise traffic is encrypted [Lab (2018)]. In this setting, MalDetect are expected to
have a throughput of about 700 Mbps. However, the through is highly affected by machine
hardware. Therefore, we suggest to evaluate MalDetect’s throughput before deploying it
into network.

6 Conclusion
With the widely use of TLS protocol, an increasing number of malwares adopts TLS en-
cryption method to secure their network traffic. This makes most DPI techniques inef-
fective. In order to tackle this problem, we promote MalDetect, a structure of encrypted
malware traffic detection. It improves the current statistical methods in three aspects. First,
23 robust and easily extracted features are selected. Second, MalDetect is capable of dis-
tinguish a malware flow before malwares begin exchanging information. This helps a lot,
for we can cut off the communications between malwares totally, which is advanced than
the other techniques. Third, MalDetect adopts Online Random Forest as its classifier. This
gets rid of the re-training and re-deploying procedures. As a result, it improves the quality
of service and saves the labor cost. In our experiments, MalDetect was shown effective,
timely and of high throughput to distinguish malware flows with low FNR. We opened
the source code in Github. Finally, we suggest that using MalDetect independently cannot
make the most of it. It is better to utilize it into threat handling system, such as IDS.
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